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between finger contact and finger hovering, interaction techniques similar to the mouse-over mode used in the graphic
user interfaces (GUIs) would become available. This would
enable the user to inspect the object’s information by approaching it with his/her finger before actually touching it.
Similarly, if the system can detect the inclination and direction of a finger, they can be used to control objects. For
example, a user would be able to rotate an onscreen dial
knob using a finger by controlling the direction of the finger
and manipulate the shapes of onscreen objects by controlling
their contour curves by using finger position and angle. We
may also use various 3D hand gestures on a tabletop.

ABSTRACT

Sensing the depth (distance from the surface) of fingers/hands
near a tabletop is very important. It allows us to use threedimensional (3D) gesture interaction in multi-touch applications as we do in the real world. We introduce Z-touch, a
multi-touch table that can sense the approximate postures of
fingers or hands in the proximity of the tabletop’s surface. Ztouch uses a vision-based posture sensing system. Multilayered infrared (IR) laser planes are synchronized with shutter
signals from a high-speed camera, which captures each layer
of the laser images. A depth map is obtained by using the
captured image. Our prototype works at ∼30 fps. Z-touch
not only uses with the finger/hand contact points but also the
angle of the hovering fingers. The interaction with the finger
angles is unique and allows users to control multiple parameters by using a single finger. In this study, we introduce
the principle of the method of finger detection and its applications (e.g., drawing, map zooming viewer, Bezier curve
control).

To enable these features, several attempts have been made
to use depth information obtained from surface computing
systems. A pen-based interaction system that uses the angle
of the pen has been proposed [7]. Capacitive sensor-based
depth detection systems, such as SmartSkin [6], detect finger
proximity and can be used with LCD displays. Some visionbased systems TouchLight [9], Perceptive Workbench [5],
and BiDi Screen [4] use correlation-based stereo matching
of finger images obtained from two cameras or multiple image sensors and detect the hand’s distance from the surface. However, capacitive-based systems measure the distance inaccurately because of noise and effects from the
user’s body. Stereo-based systems often require more computational power than systems using a single camera. They
also require very accurate camera calibration and are less robust against planar texture regions. Although systems using
a depth camera [1, 10] have been proposed, these are still
very expensive, and the obtained depth accuracy is inadequate especially for clearly distinguishing between touching
and hovering. A method for estimating angles of fingers by
using an image of the contact fingers [2] has been proposed.
However, it cannot detect hovering fingers.
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INTRODUCTION

Most surface computing systems are capable of tracking multiple finger positions [3]. Users of these systems can use both
hands and multiple fingers for interacting with various objects on an interactive surface.
While these systems are useful, we think these interactions
can be greatly improved if the system can detect a finger’s
three-dimensional (3D) shape and its distance from the surface. For example, if the system can correctly distinguish

To overcome these limitations, we introduce Z-touch, a multitouch tabletop system that detects finger positions and distances from an interactive surface [8]. Z-Touch uses multiple
laser layers to detect the distance of each finger from the surface (Figure 2). These multiple layers are illuminated in turn,
and a high-speed camera installed under the surface captures
an image of each layer independently by synchronizing with
the timing of laser layers. This system mainly provides two
features. The first one is hand posture detection. This feature
is useful for detection of the vertical/horizontal orientation
of the fingers touching near the surface. The other feature is
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Figure 3: Finger angle detection. The system can
detect the finger angles by matching the appearance
of finger postures in laser plane images obtained at
different heights.

Figure 1: Z-Touch sensing principle. Multiple infrared
laser planes are projected for recognizing finger distance from the interaction surface. Infrared line laser
modules are synchronized with a high-speed camera’s
shutter signal.

Figure 2: Captured depth map of a hand near the top
panel of Z-touch. RGB channels correspond to the
laser plane: R, highest; G, middle; B, lowest (very
close to the tabletop’s surface). The image at the
bottom is that of the thumb not touching the surface;
hence, the silhouette is pale red in color.

Figure 4: Z-touch hardware setup. The dimensions of
Z-touch are 1.0 m × 0.6 m × 0.6 m. The framework
is a 40 mm wide steel angle frame.

hover detection. The system can detect finger positions while
the finger is within proximity if not touching to the surface.
In this paper, we describe the sensing architecture of Z-touch
and propose several techniques of interaction for the system
using 3D finger depth information.

parallel to the top panel. The maximum detectable height is
almost the same as the typical distance between the tip of
the finger and the second knuckle. The lowest laser plane
is the closest to the surface of the top panel. The top panel
(control area) is a 420 mm wide and 6 mm thick square glass
covered with a transparent projection sheet, so that only visible light emitted from the projector diffuses in the surface
of the top panel but reflected IR light passes through (Figure
5). Figure 4 shows the Z-touch hardware setup. Its dimensions are 1 m × 0.6 m × 0.6 m. For safety, a small black
felt curtain is attached to the edge of the top glass panel to
prevent the IR laser from reflecting. We used a 40 mm steel
angle frame for the framework. The projector was placed in
the middle frame, and the mirror used for the projection is
in the bottom frame. The high-speed camera was installed
in the bottom frame. We used a Point Grey Grasshopper, a
high-speed camera which can capture 8-bit gray-scale VGA
images at 200 fps. This camera generates external trigger
signal to laser control circuit for every capturing.

PROPOSED APPROACH
Principle of Z-touch

Z-touch is a multi-touch table infrastructure for 3D gesture
interaction in the proximity of tabletop surfaces. Figure 1
shows its system architecture. The key components are multilayered infrared (IR) line laser modules and a high-speed
camera. Our proposed approach expands the multi-touch implementation method of the laser light plane (LLP). However, only a single laser plane has been used in the LLP,
whereas Z-touch uses a multilayered laser plane. These laser
planes are synchronized with a high-speed camera’s shutter
signal.
Hardware setup

To prevent the flickering effects of environmental illumination and projection light, we used IR line laser modules and
an IR band-pass filter. The power of IR line laser is 5 mW,
and its wavelength is 780 ± 10 nm. Peak transmission of the
IR band-pass filter is 780 nm. We choose this wavelength parameter, based on the spectacle response of the image sensor
of high speed camera. Eight sets of triple-line laser modules
are placed at the center of the edge and at the vertex of the
top panel. The IR laser planes are calibrated such that the
distance between two laser planes is 11.5 mm, and they are

Finger tracking

Figure 2 shows a depth map obtained by Z-touch. A blob
will appear at different positions in the captured frames, until
the surface of the fingers/hand is completely perpendicular to
the laser plane. Therefore, the system can detect the finger
angles by matching the appearance of finger postures in the
laser plane images at different heights (Figure 3). We used
three-step image processing to track and estimate the posture
of the fingers/hands as follows.
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Figure 5: Top panel of Z-touch. Eight sets of multilayered line laser modules are placed and directed as
indicated by the orange triangles. Transparent screen
sheet is attached to the glass panel.

Figure 6: Touch detection. The images in the bottom
row are depth maps. Colors representing the depth
are the same as in Figure 2. Rectangles show the
positions of detected blobs in each laser layer image.
While the hand on the right is hovering over the surface,
no blob is detected in the lowest laser plane (shown in
blue on the left).

1. Image binarization.
2. Blob detection in the binarized image.
3. Silhouette matching of the detected blob regions with that
in layers at different heights.
The silhouette matching process finds a match for the blob by
using the following equations. a and b are blobs detected in
at different heights, a ∈ Blobheight , and b ∈ Blobheight+1 .
s(a, b) is the size of the set-theoretic difference between a
and b, d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance between the blobs,
and T is the distance threshold.
match(a) = arg min c(a, b)

Figure 7: Drawing. The
pixels’ drawing colors
corresponding to the
depth map values.

Figure 8: Map zooming. The zoom level
of the map is changed
according to the lowest
height of fingers/hands
detected.

(1)

b

accuracy of depth sensing, color information of the drawing
pixels is corresponded to the values of the depth map.

{
s(a, b) × k + d(a, b) d(a, b) < T, k > 0
c(a, b) =
∞
else.

Map zooming
Figure 8 illustrates the map zooming viewer. Users can simultaneously control zooming and scrolling by pointing a
finger and varying its height. The zooming level of the map
is controlled by the proximity of the finger to the surface.

This matching method detects the finger heights at the three
levels. Because adjusting the angle and the power of the
laser is very hard, we do not estimate the granularity of finger height. We used the process described above for ease of
implementation. More efficient processes (such as particle
filter tracking) could also be used. Figure 6 is an application
that demonstrates the touch/hover of fingers/hands near the
surface. The position of a finger near the tabletop is shown
by the red and green circles. The circles change color when
the finger contacts the surface, and a message “Touch!” is
displayed near the point where contact was established. The
position of the rectangle indicates where a blob has been detected, and the color shows the laser layer images of the blob.

Bezier curve control
Figure 9 illustrates an application for Bezier curve control.
Users can control multiple curve parameters by using just
one finger. The direction of a Bezier curve’s handle corresponds to the horizontal angle of the finger, θ, and the length
corresponds to its vertical angle φ. The endpoint of the curve
is the contact point of the user’s finger F (xf , yf ). The position of the curve handle H(xh , yh ) is calculated as follows.
H(xh , yh ) = F (xf , yf ) +

−l
(sin θ, cos θ), l > 0. (2)
tan φ

APPLICATIONS ON Z-touch

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed depth sensing architectures, we implemented three types of interaction
techniques on the basis of Z-touch.

DISCUSSION
Limitations on finger tracking

Some limitations exist on finger tracking. Because it is difficult to align the laser, we cannot estimate the granularity
of finger’s height. The algorithm for angle estimation is af-

Drawing
Figure 7 illustrates the drawing application. To evaluate the
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architecture and these interaction techniques will enhance the
possibilities of existing user interfaces for tabletop computing. Users can intuitively manipulate detailed information on
a tabletop. Further work on hardware configuration adjustment or vision recognition can be done to develop practical
applications.
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